99 ford ranger battery

It only takes a minute to sign up. I have had a slight battery drain on my Ford Ranger, enough to
kill the battery after a few days of sitting. The battery is new. Tested the amp draw resting at 0.
After 40 minutes this drops to 0. Tested the amp draw with the door opened but latch pressed in
to simulate a closed door. Similarly at 0. Repeated step 5 with the door simulated closed and
after waiting for the drop for 40 minutes. Also dropped to 0. Before 25 was removed, 26 was
removed with no effect stayed at 0. I have concluded that fuse 26 is of no concern, since the
simulated closed door at best gets 0. Fuse 25, according to this website controls the GEM and
the speedometer. My question is, what is the next best step to diagnosing the draw? My plan is
to find all the components the GEM controls and attempt at unplugging them with the simulated
door closed scenario, and seeing which kills the draw. Is this correct, or am I barking up the
wrong tree? The truck also has an aftermarket alarm system, which I have been wanting to
uninstall for sometime. Is it possible this is routed through the GEM? So after looking up what a
GEM was its the Ford name for the thing that controls the majority of the interior and some of
the exterior electronics, if anybody else was wondering , A reasonable first guess is the
aftermarket alarm. Aftermarket electronics are rarely designed in a way that is electrically
sound, and even more rarely installed correctly. From personal experience, for almost any
electrical problem, I would absolutely start there. If that isn't the problem, you'd need to go
through everything that connects to the GEM, just like you said. I have not been able to find a
definitive list of what that entails. You may be able to make some educated guesses burned out
dome lights, seatbelt beeper doesn't beep anymore, any non-functioning electronic, etc. Its also
worth noting that, per your source, fuse 28 is also GEM. Still might be worth a look; its hard to
tell from the photos if you can get at it easily or not. You are correct, your best bet would be to
unplug these one by one and figure out which one is causing the draw. An alternative would be
to find the splice and do the work from there. Another thing to consider before you replace any
parts is whether the modules are being kept awake externally. As to the aftermarket alarm it
could be, but it hard to say without seeing how the alarm system was installed. Likely not
though. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top.
Asked 4 years, 2 months ago. Active 1 year, 1 month ago. Viewed 3k times. This is the
troubleshooting I have done so far: Tested the battery unplugged at Tested the battery running
at Improve this question. Bryce Frank. Bryce Frank Bryce Frank 1 1 silver badge 5 5 bronze
badges. I think this is an excellent first question, welcome to the site. What engine do you have?
Regular cab or extended? Can you figure out which fuse protects the alarm circuit? If it is 25 or
one of the other GEM related fuses it might be worth starting with the alarm. Also, in terms of
picking circuits to test, the most obvious ones are those that have wires that might get
damaged e. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Zshoulders Zshoulders
1, 1 1 gold badge 10 10 silver badges 22 22 bronze badges. Ben Ben Sign up or log in Sign up
using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest
Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review
queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 2. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. What could it possibly be, the alternator, electrical problem or a combination of several
problems? Connect the fully charged battery, start the truck and connect the meter accross the
battery terminals. If the voltage is below 12V with the engine running, the alternator is NOT
healthy, if you get someone to give it some gas the voltage should settle around Some people
suggest pulling one of the battery terminals with the engine running but that won't do the
alternator or vehicle computers any good. The other noises from the vehicle and flashing lights
were most likely due to a mostly discharged battery not supplying the computers enough power
to operate properly, this was always a problem on the Ford 4EAT transmission, though I am not
sure what transmission your ranger has. Do an alternator output test. For a car your looking
anywhere from Be sure to turn on all electrical loads that u can so the alternator will kick on full
blast. Dont rule out the fact that there could be restistance in the wire going from the alternator
to the battery. Idealy you want less than. Check the voltage leaving the output post on the
alternator and the voltage at the battery and subtract the two values to get your voltage drop. If
its. Try replacing the wire first to see if it helps. Note: your interior lights and the radio take a
very small amount of amperage to work thats why they seem OK even when your batery is low.
Starter: Converts stored electrical energy, i. Alternator: Creates electrical energy, which is used
to power the vehicles electrical system and to charge the battery. This being said, since the car
starts with a jump, then the problem is either going to be your alternator, or bad cables going to
your battery. It sounds like a problem with you alternator. A battery light usually indicates a
problem with the alternator not the battery. Take the car to a auto shop like sears or goodyear or
to a auto parts store like checkers or autozone. They will usually check your alternator and
battery for free. Also make sure that all of your connections to your battery and alternator are
tight and clean. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard

Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to
get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine
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Your alternator is shot. Crash Override. Ok, to check you will need the following things The
most probable cause is your alternator. It has nothing to do with the battery. Take the car to
your local part store and they will bench test it for free Note: your interior lights and the radio
take a very small amount of amperage to work thats why they seem OK even when your batery
is low. Good luck. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer.
Shane A Lv 7. Here's a free automotive electrical lesson. Battery: Used to store energy, for
starting car. Chris Lv 4. Source s : I have sold and installed many batteries and alternators.
Steve C. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Repair guides and support for
the 3rd generation Ranger, a compact pickup truck manufactured by Ford. Penny Peterson. The
battery and alternator have been checked out and are good. I can drive the truck all day and it
stays charged, but I must disconnect the battery cable when I park it overnight or it will be dead
in the morning. I have checked wiring on all the harnesses and they look good. Where do I look
next? Is this a common problem with Fords? L Pfaff lpfaff1. Penny, If battery is indeed good,
you are experiencing what is known as a parasitic drain of battery. Good luck. If alternator is
and batter are good checks the starter and starter solenoid they can draw power parasitic draw.
Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Penny Peterson Rep: 13 1 1. View the answer I have this
problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1.
The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: I
hope this helped you out, if so let me know by pressing the helpful button. Was this answer
helpful? Score 7. Some short circuited then some current all time flowing that's battery drain.
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The battery in my truck has been getting weaker and is now bad enough that if i dont drive it
every day it will not start. Was looking at the different choices of batteries at the local Autozone
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